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Orientation for Interpreting Mozart's
Piano Sonatas
Sonata form is fundamentally a dramatic structure
that creates, manipulates, and ultimately satisfies
expectation. It engages its audience by inviting
prediction, association, and interpretation. That
sonata form was the chief vehicle of dramatic
instrumental music for nearly 200 years is due to the
power, the universality, and the tonal and stylistic
adaptability of its conception. This book presents nine
studies whose central focus is sonata form. Their
diversity attests both to the manifold analytical
approaches to which the form responds, and to the
vast range of musical possibility within the form's
exemplars. At the same time, common compositional
issues, analytical methods, and overarching
perspectives on the essential nature of the form
weave their way through the volume. Several of the
essays approach the musical structure directly as
drama, casting the work as an expression of its
composer's engagement with an idea or principle that
is dynamic and at times intensely difficult. Others
concentrate their attention on a composer's use of
"motive," which typically takes the form of a simple
melodic span that shapes the musical architecture
through an interdependent series of structural levels.
Integrating these motivic threads within the musical
fabric often warrants departures from formal norms in
other areas. Analyses that seek to understand works
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with anomalous formal qualities-whether engendered
by a motivic component or not-have a prominent
place in the volume. Among these, accounts of
idiosyncratic tonal discourse that threatens to
undermine the unfolding of form-defining qualities or
events are central.

Flute Concerto No. 2, K. 314 (D Major)
(Orch.)
The Classical Style
Presents thirteen studies that engage with the notion
of formal function in a variety of ways

The Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory
The first chapter of this book explains the grammar of
classical music. The next chapters teach young
musicians how this grammar was used by Bach,
Haydn and Mozart.

La Folia
Mozart's Music of Friends
This study analyzes chamber music from Mozart's
time within its highly social salon-performance
context.
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Mozart
A detailed analysis of the musical styles and forms
developed by Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven

Haydn. Sonata in G Major, Hob. XVI 27
Piano Concerto No. 20 in D Minor, K. 466
A Flute solo with Piano Accompaniment composed by
Franz Joseph Haydn.

Selected Intermediate to Early Advanced
Piano Sonata Movements
Originally published in German as Interpreting Mozart
on the Keyboard in 1957, this definitive work on the
performance of Mozart's works has greatly influenced
students and scholars of keyboard literature and of
Mozart. Now, in a completely updated and revised
edition, this book includes the last half century of
scholarship on Mozart's music, addressing the
elements of performance and problems that may
occur in performing Mozart's works on modern
instruments.

Harmony in Tonal Music: Diatonic
practices
Written by a pupil of Heinrich Schenker, this
outstanding work develops and extends Schenker's
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approach. More than 500 examples of music from the
Middle Ages to the 20th century complement the
detailed discussions and analyses.

Analysis of Tonal Music
Carl Schachter is the world's leading practitioner of
Schenkerian theory and analysis. His articles and
books have been broadly influential, and are seen by
many as models of musical insight and lucid prose.
Yet, perhaps his greatest impact has been felt in the
classroom. At the Mannes College of Music, the
Juilliard School of Music, Queens College and the
Graduate Center of the City University of New York,
and at special pedagogical events around the world,
he has taught generations of musical performers,
composers, historians, and theorists over the course
of his long career. In Fall 2012, Schachter taught a
doctoral seminar at the CUNY Graduate Center in
which he talked about the music and the musical
issues that have concerned him most deeply; the
course was in essence a summation of his extensive
and renowned teaching. In The Art of Tonal Analysis,
music theorist Joseph Straus presents edited
transcripts of those lectures. Accompanied by
abundant music examples, including analytical
examples transcribed from the classroom blackboard,
Straus's own visualizations of material that Schachter
presented aurally at the piano, and Schachter's own
extended Schenkerian graphs and sketches, this book
offers a vivid account of Schachter's masterful
pedagogy and his deep insight into the central works
of the tonal canon. In making the lectures of one of
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the world's most extraordinary musicians and musical
thinkers available to a wide audience, The Art of Tonal
Analysis is an invaluable resource for students and
scholars of music.

Mozart
Carl Schachter is, by common consent, one of the
three or four most important music theorists currently
at work in North America. He is the preeminent
practitioner in the world of the Schenkerian approach
to the music of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, which focuses on the linear organization of
music and now dominates discussions of the standard
repertoire in university courses and in professional
journals. His articles have appeared in a variety of
journals, including some that are obscure or hard to
obtain. This volume gathers some of his finest essays,
including those on rhythm in tonal music, Schenkerian
theory, and text setting, as well as a pair of analytical
monographs, on Bach's Fugue in B-flat major from
Volume 1 of the Well-Tempered Clavier and Chopin's
Fantasy, Op. 49.

The Stravinsky Legacy
Advanced Schenkerian Analysis: Perspectives on
Phrase Rhythm, Motive, and Form is a textbook for
students with some background in Schenkerian
theory. It begins with an overview of Schenker's
theories, then progresses systematically from the
phrase and their various combinations to longer and
more complex works. Unlike other texts on this
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subject, Advanced Schenkerian Analysis combines the
study of multi-level pitch organization with that of
phrase rhythm (the interaction of phrase and
hypermeter), motivic repetition at different structural
levels, and form. It also contains analytic graphs of
several extended movements, separate works, and
songs. A separate Instructor’s Manual provides
additional advice and solutions (graphs) of all
recommended assignments.

Unfoldings : Essays in Schenkerian
Theory and Analysis
Mozart's piano sonatas are among the most familiar
of his works and stand alongside those of Haydn and
Beethoven as staples of the pianist's repertoire. In
this study, John Irving looks at a wide selection of
contextual situations for Mozart's sonatas, focusing on
the variety of ways in which they assume identities
and achieve meanings. In particular, the book seeks
to establish the provisionality of the sonatas' notated
texts, suggesting that the texts are not so much
identifiers as possibilities and that their identity
resides in the usage. Close attention is paid to
reception matters, analytical approaches, organology,
the role of autograph manuscripts, early editions and
editors, and aspects of historical performance
practice - all of which go beyond the texts in opening
windows onto Mozart's sonatas. Treating the sonatas
collectively as a repertoire, rather than as individual
works, the book surveys broad thematic issues such
as the role of historical writing about music in defining
a generic space for Mozart's sonatas, their
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construction within pedagogical traditions, the
significance of sound as opposed to sight in these
works (and in particular their sound on fortepianos of
the later eighteenth-century) , and the creative role of
the performer in their representation beyond the
frame of the text. Drawing together and synthesizing
this wealth of material, Irving provides an invaluable
reference source for those already familiar with this
repertoire.

Mozart and the Sonata Form. A
Companion Book to Any Edition of
Mozart's Piano Sonatas - Including an
Analysis of the Form of Each Movement,
with Notes Upon Treatment and Tonality.
(1. Greenwood Repr.) - Westport, Conn.:
Greenwood (1971). 156 S. 8°
Mozart's orchestral-inspired Sonata in D Major, K. 311
contains elaborate pianistic treatment and an exciting
sonata-rondo finale with a cadenza worthy of one of
Mozart's concertos. The flashy third movement is full
of many contrasts involving dynamics, mood and
texture. Throughout the sonata, the left hand
becomes a true partner in all aspects of the
composition, and thematic material is spread over
different registers of the keyboard.

Mozart in Context
The results and implications of Tyson's work on
Mozart have had a profound impact on virtually every
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aspect of research on this composer. This book
assembles his major articles, previously scattered
through magazines, journals, and festschrifts, plus
two unpublished pieces, into a treasure trove for
musicologists and music lovers.

Playing with Signs
The vibrant intellectual, social and political climate of
mid eighteenth-century Europe presented
opportunities and challenges for artists and musicians
alike. This book focuses on Mozart the man and
musician as he responds to different aspects of that
world. It reveals his views on music, aesthetics and
other matters; on places in Austria and across Europe
that shaped his life; on career contexts and
environments, including patronage, activities as an
impresario, publishing, theatrical culture and financial
matters; on engagement with performers and
performance, focusing on Mozart's experiences as a
practicing musician; and on reception and legacy
from his own time through to the present day. Probing
diverse Mozartian contexts in a variety of ways, the
contributors reflect the vitality of existing scholarship
and point towards areas primed for further study. This
volume is essential reading for students and scholars
of late eighteenth-century music and for Mozart
aficionados and music lovers in general.

Advanced Schenkerian Analysis
Topics are musical signs that rely on associations with
different genres, styles, and types of music making.
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The concept of topics was introduced by Leonard
Ratner in the 1980s to account for cross-references
between eighteenth-century styles and genres. While
music theorists and critics were busy classifying
styles and genres, defining their affects and proper
contexts for their usage, composers started crossing
the boundaries between them and using stylistic
conventions as means of communication with the
audience. Such topical mixtures received negative
evaluations from North-German critics but became
the hallmark of South-German music, which engulfed
the Viennese classicism. Topic theory allows music
scholars to gain access to meaning and expression of
this music. The Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory
consolidates this field of research by clarifying its
basic concepts and exploring its historical
foundations. The volume grounds the concept of
topics in eighteenth-century music theory, aesthetics,
and criticism. Documenting historical reality of
individual topics on the basis of eighteenth-century
sources, it relates topical analysis to other methods of
music analysis conducted from the perspectives of
composers, performers, and listeners. With a focus on
eighteenth-century musical repertoire, The Oxford
Handbook of Topic Theory lays the foundation under
further investigation of topics in music of the
nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first centuries.

Sonata No. 3 in C Major
Introducing a new theory of musical form for the
analysis of instrumental music of the classical style.
The book provides a broad set of principles and a
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comprehensive methodology for analysing phrases
and themes to complete movements. Illustrated with
over 250 annotated musical examples by Haydn,
Mozart and Beethoven.

Structural Hearing
Schenkerian Analysis: Perspectives on Phrase
Rhythm, Motive, and Form, Second Edition is a
textbook directed at all those—whether beginners or
more advanced students—interested in gaining
understanding of and facility at applying Schenker’s
ideas on musical structure. It begins with an overview
of Schenker’s approach to music, then progresses
systematically from the phrase and its various
combinations to longer and more complex works.
Unlike other texts on this subject, Schenkerian
Analysis combines the study of multi-level pitch
organization with that of phrase rhythm (the
interaction of phrase and hypermeter), motivic
repetition at different structural levels, and form. It
also contains analytic graphs of several extended
movements, separate works, and songs. A separate
Instructor’s Manual provides additional advice and
solutions (graphs) of all recommended assignments.
This second edition has been revised to make the
early chapters more accessible and to improve the
pedagogical effectiveness of the book as a whole.
Changes in musical examples have been carefully
made to ensure that each example full supports
student learning. Informed by decades of teaching
experience, this book provides a clear and
comprehensive guide into Schenker’s theories and
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their applications.

Classical Form
This book explores the technical and aesthetic legacy
of Igor Stravinsky.

Unfoldings
Designed to serve as a primary text for the first two
years of college music theory, TECHNIQUES AND
MATERIALS OF MUSIC, 7th Enhanced Edition covers all
the basics of composition--including harmony,
melody, and musical form. The authors present
essential materials of common-practice music and an
overview of 20th century techniques, and include
numerous hands-on exercises to help students better
retain key concepts. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Anthology for Musical Analysis: The
Common-Practice Period
Carl Schachter is, by common consent, one of the
three or four most important music theorists currently
at work in North America. He is the preeminent
practitioner in the world of the Schenkerian approach
to the music of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, which focuses on the linear organization of
music and now dominates discussions of the standard
repertoire in university courses and in professional
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journals. His articles have appeared in a variety of
journals, including some that are obscure or hard to
obtain. This volume gathers some of his finest essays,
including those on rhythm in tonal music, Schenkerian
theory, and text setting, as well as a pair of analytical
monographs, on Bach's Fugue in B-flat major from
Volume 1 of the Well-Tempered Clavier and Chopin's
Fantasy, Op. 49.

Sonata in G Major
Of all the repertories of Western Art music, none is as
explicitly listener-oriented as that of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Yet few
attempts to analyze the so-called Classic Style have
embraced the semiotic implications of this condition.
Playing with Signs proposes a listener-oriented theory
of Classic instrumental music that encompasses its
two most fundamental communicative dimensions:
expression and structure. Units of expression, defined
in reference to topoi, are shown here to interact with,
confront, and merge into units of structure, defined in
terms of the rhetorical conventions of beginning,
continuing, and ending. The book draws on examples
from works by Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven to show
that the explicitly referential, even theatrical, surface
of Classic music derives from a play with signs.
Although addressed primarily to readers interested in
musical analysis, the book opens up fruitful avenues
for further research into musical semiotics, aesthetics,
and Classicism. Originally published in 1991. The
Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-ondemand technology to again make available
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previously out-of-print books from the distinguished
backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions
preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy
Library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books
published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.

Formal Functions in Perspective
A Violin solo with Piano Accompaniment composed by
Arcangelo Corelli.

An Harmonic Analysis of Selected Mozart
Piano-violin Sonatas
Expertly arranged Flute Solo by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart from the Kalmus Edition series. This is from
the Classical era.

Modulation in Classical Music for Young
Musicians
Piano Concerto No. 3, Op. 26
This first volume of Mozart sonatas makes its 2006
debut in the 250th anniversary year of Mozart's birth.
This first of four volumes of sonatas contains the best
beloved keyboard sonatas of Mozart - those most
often studied by advancing pianists: The Sonatas in C
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Major, KV 545; F Major; G Major; C Minor; and the
Fanasie in C Minor. Newly engraved with editorial
suggestions and fingering by the editor. The CD
recording included with the book by artist/editor
Enrique Graf provides an authoritative, stylistic
performance model.

Understanding Mozart's Piano Sonatas
Musicians have long treasured the Mozart sonatas for
their symmetry and perfection. This volume presents
single movements as well as complete sonatas (K.
282, 283, 545 and 570) for study by the advancing
pianist. The sonatas provide ample opportunity for
developing control, technical facility, a singing style,
and balance and voicing. The preface gives Dr.
Hinson's helpful suggestions on pedaling,
ornamentation, articulation and dynamics, as well as
a suggested order of study. Careful editing allows the
teacher and student to make informed choices in
interpreting these masterpieces.

Schenkerian Analysis
Analyzing Classical Form offers an approach to the
analysis of musical form that is especially suited for
classroom use at both undergraduate and graduate
levels. Students will learn how to make complete
harmonic and formal analyses of music drawn from
the instrumental works of Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven.

Interpreting Mozart
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A duet, for Piano, composed by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart for two pianos and four hands.

Sonata in D Major, K. 311
A landmark collection of 141 complete musical
compositions and movements from the commonpractice period, ANTHOLOGY FOR MUSICAL ANALYSIS:
THE COMMON-PRACTICE PERIOD offers learners of
music theory a wealth of illustrations of chords, voiceleading techniques, and forms. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Free Composition
Introduces the fundamental principles of Schenkerian
analysis within the context of the music itself.

Keys to the Drama
Analyzing Classical Form
Sonata no. 3 in C major is one of the first three
Beethoven's sonatas (opus 2) written in 1795 and
dedicated to Joseph Haydn. This UTEXT edition is
based on early original editions, which Beethoven
personally supervised. The fingerings are provided by
the editor.
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The Art of Tonal Analysis
Techniques and Materials of Music: From
the Common Practice Period Through the
Twentieth Century, Enhanced Edition
Winner of the Wallace Berry Award, Society for Music
Theory Winner of the Deems Taylor/Virgil Thomson
Award, ASCAP What is it about the music you love
that makes you want to hear it again? Why do we
crave a "hook" that returns, again and again, within
the same piece? And how does a song end up getting
stuck in your head? Whether it's a motif repeated
throughout a composition, a sample looped under an
electronic dance beat, a passage replayed incessantly
by a musician in a practice room-or an "earworm"
burrowing through your mind like a broken recordrepetition is nearly as integral to music as the notes
themselves. Its centrality has been acknowledged by
everyone from evolutionary biologist W. Tecumseh
Fitch, who has called it a "design feature" of music, to
the composer Arnold Schoenberg who admitted that
"intelligibility in music seems to be impossible without
repetition." And yet, stunningly little is actually
understood about repetition and its role in music. On
Repeat offers the first in-depth inquiry into music's
repetitive nature, focusing not on a particular style, or
body of work, but on repertoire from across time
periods and cultures. Author Elizabeth Hellmuth
Margulis draws on a diverse array of fields including
music theory, psycholinguistics, neuroscience, and
cognitive psychology, to look head-on at the
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underlying perceptual mechanisms associated with
repetition. Her work sheds light on a range of issues
from repetition's use as a compositional tool to its role
in characterizing our behavior as listeners, and then
moves beyond music to consider related implications
for repetition in language, learning, and
communication. Written in engaging prose, and
enlivening otherwise complex concepts for the
specialist and non-specialist alike, On Repeat will
captivate scholars and students across numerous
disciplines from music theory and history, to
psychology and neuroscience-and anyone fascinated
by the puzzle of repetition in music.

Mozart's Piano Music
This edition of Haydn's Sonata in G major, Hob.
XVI:27, includes two versions - the URTEX, based on
the original text, published by Karl P�sler in 1918,
and edited version, in which the editor added
fingerings, recommended articulations and dynamic
marks. While students usually need editor's
recommendations they will also benefit from referring
to the original score provided in the URTEXT section.

On Repeat
Mozart's emergence as a mature artist coincides with
the rise to prominence of the piano, an instrument
that came alive under his fingers and served as
medium for many of his finest compositions. In
Mozart's Piano Music, William Kinderman reconsiders
common assumptions about Mozart's life and art
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while offering comprehensive and incisive
commentary on the solo music and concertos. After
placing Mozart's pianistic legacy in its larger
biographical and cultural context, Kinderman
addresses the lively gestural and structural aspects of
Mozart's musical language and explores the nature of
his creative process. Incorporating the most recent
research throughout this encompassing study,
Kinderman expertly surveys each of the major genres
of the keyboard music, including the four-hand and
two-piano works. Beyond examining issues such as
Mozart's earliest childhood compositions, his musical
rhetoric and expression, the social context of his
Viennese concertos, and affinities between his piano
works and operas, Kinderman's main emphasis falls
on detailed discussion of selected individual
compositions.
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